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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a finitely generated, graded module over a graded K-algebra 
A. Recently M. Brodman [3-5] studied systematically upper bounds for 
cohomological Hilbert functions t~rankx[H~,,(M)], (cf. Sect. 2 for 
notations). The main purpose of this paper is to show how the results of 
Brodmann can be improved. Thus we summarize in Sect. 3 some crucial 
results of Brodmann's method. Section 4 is devoted to the key results of 
this paper. Then we apply our methods for bounding cohomological 
Hilbert functions. We restrict ourselves to the special case of projective 
varieties in order to show as clearly as possible how the previous results 
can be used and to simplify the description of the bounds. First we study 
the highest cohomological Hilbert function relating it to the usual Hilbert 
function of the finite set of points arising from hyperplane sections of the 
variety. This method was already used by Castelnuovo in order to bound 
the genus of a curve by its degree. Indeed we state our results in Sect. 5 
explicitly only as a bound for h"(Or) where n is the dimension of the 
variety V. If the variety is smooth this number is the geometric genus of the 
projective variety. Thus we extend in Sect. 5 some results known to be true 
for curves to higher-dimensional varieties. 
In Sect. 6 we put all the previous results together in order to deduce 
bounds for the second-highest cohomological Hilbert function. This is 
intended as a sample that shows how our methods can be used to bound 
all cohomologicai Hilbert functions (el. also [5]). We obtain bounds 
depending only on a small set of parameters like degree, dimension, and 
embedding dimension of the variety. This is somewhat related to results of 
[15, 2], but note that these results depend essentially on the Buchsbaum 
property. 
It is an aim of" bounding cohomologicai Hilbert functions to obtain 
vanishing results, that is, to obtain bounds for Castelnuovo's regularity 
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reg V=min{m~Z :h~(Iv(j))=O for all i+j>~m (i>- I)}, where Iv is:the 
ideal.sheaf of V. The conjecture of Eisenbud 1,8] states reg V~<deg V-  
codim V+ !. It is open in general but known to be true, for example, in the 
case of curves. Somewhat surprisingly our general methods provide a new 
proof of this conjecture in the case of curves of small degree. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PREI.IMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout this paper let A be a graded K-algebra, e.g., A = R/a, where 
R = K1,xo ..... x,]  is a polynomial ring over an arbitrary algebraically closed 
field K and a___ R is a homogeneous ideal. We denote by mA or simply m 
the irrelevant ideal ~),>o A, of A. 
Let M= ~),~z M, be a graded A-module. The ith graded part of _M is 
also denoted by 1,-M]i. We set e(M)=sup{t~Z:1,M],r  Let j be an 
integer; then M(j) denotes the graded A-module whose A-module structure 
is the same as that of M and whose grading is given by 1,M(j)], = 1,M]j+,. 
Now let M always be a graded, finitely generated A-module of (Krull-) 
dimension  + i. The ith local cohomology module of M with support in 
m, denoted by i H,,(M), is also a graded A-module. We set l-hi(M)],= 
rankx1,tli.[iM)], and call t~-* l-h"+](M)], and t~--~ I-h"(M)], the highest 
and the second-highest cohomological Hilbert function of M, respectively. 
Moreover we define Castelnuovos regularity reg(M) by reg(M)= 
max{i+ e(H~,,(M)) : i t  Z}. 
Recall that a set {a~ .... , a,,,} ofelements of A is said to be a filter-regular 
sequence for M if 
e( (al ..... ai_ i )3f  :M ai/(al ..... ai_ 1)3t) < oo 
for i=  1, ..., m. 
Note that for M a filter-regular sequence {/o ..... l,} of formse I-A]1 
exists (see, for example, 1,16, Lemmal ] ) .  We denote by hM(t):= 
rankx[M] , ,  pM(t), and ho(M) the Hilbert function, the Hilbert polyno- 
mial, and the n !-fold of the leading coefficient of pM(t), respectively. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let T be a l-dimensional, finitely generated, graded 
module. A numerical function h: Z -, 7/is said to be a lower estimation of 
hr if 
(i) O<.%h(t)<~hr(t) for all te~'  
(ii) h(t)=ho(T ) for all t>>0. 
Moreover we set NT+ l := min{t e ~e :h(t) = ho(T)}. 
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The following result describes a connection between cohomological nd 
usual Hilbert functions. It generalizes [18, Lemma 5]. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let M be a finitely generated, graded A-module of 
dimension + l (n~N)  and depth >0. Let {ll ..... ln} be a filter-regular 
sequence for M of elements of [A] I .  Put M~ and Ml := 
M i- I/ l iMI- t /H~ z/liMi- t)for i= l ..... n. Let h be a lower estimation 
of hm.; then, with N=Nm. ,  
• \  II j=t+n I1--  I 
Proof We induct on n. I fn=0 the result follows from [19]. Let n= 1. 
In this case we write simply 1 instead of Ii. The exact sequence 
0 ,M( - I )  ' ,M  ,M/ IM ,0  
provides hM(t ) L h~t(t - 1 ) = hM/m(t) = h.w(t) + [h~ and, because 
of depth M > 0, the long exact cohomology sequeqce 
0 , H~ , H 'o , (M) (1 )  t It~,(M) , - -  ) . . .  
Moreover it follows from [19] that 
hM(t) -- p,,,(t) = -- [h ' (m) ] ,  + [ / ? ( re ) I , .  
Putting it all together we obtain 
[h~(M)] , _ ,  - [h~. , (M) ] ,  
= ho(m) + hM(t-- 1)-- h.,,(t) + [h i (m) ] , _ ,  - [h ' (m) ] ,  
= ho(m) -  hM,(t)-- [h~ + [h i ( re ) I , _  , -  [h i (M) ] ,  
<~ ho(m)  - h,,,(t) 
<~ ho(M)  --  h(t).  
Since ho(M)=h0(M ~) and [h2(M)] ,=0 for all t ~> 0 we get the assertion 
in case n = 1. 
Let n > 1. The long exact cohomology sequence of 
0 ~21,1( 1) t, - -  ' 3 t  ' 3 t  I ' 0 
provides our statement as in the proof of Lemma 5 in [18]. Q.E.D. 
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A variety I"___P ~ is always assumed to be irreducible, reduced, and 
nondegenerated, i.e., V is not contained in a proper linear subspace of P'. 
A curve is a variety of dimension 1. 
We define for integers a and b :~ 0 : Fa/b-] = min{ t~ Z : bt >1 a}, ka/b_] = 
max{t~Z :bt<-..a}. 
3. LINEAR SYSTEMS OF HYPERPLANE SECTIONS 
The results in this section describe a key observation eeded for the 
results in 1"3-51. Although not explicitly stated they are implicitly used in 
these papers. We need them later. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let M be a finitely generated, graded A-module and 
1o ..... lse[A] l  elements such that all OvLleZ := {ctolo+ ... +~fl,: 
ct o ..... ~,eK} are filter-regular for M. IVe set ei=sup{e(tti,,(MflM)): 
Or  (i~>O). Then 
[ / / (M)] ,+I ~<max{0, [h i (M)] , -s} for all t>~e,. 
Proof Let Or  and consider the exact sequence 
0 )M/O: I ( - I )  t )M )M/ IM )0. 
Since I is filter-regular the long exact cohomology sequence provides for all 
i/> 0 an exact sequence 
H~(M)( - I )  ' ,  Hi(31) ) H~(M/IM). 
Now 1-4, Lemma 3] yields the assertion in view of the definition of el. 
Q.E.D. 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let M be a finitely generated, graded A-too&de of 
dimension + 1 (n E N); then 
[h"+l(M)],+l~<max{O, [h"+l(M) l , - -n} for all t~Z. 
Proof" According to [16, Lemma 11 there is a filter-regular sequence 
{Io ..... ln} of elements of [A], .  Then all I EZ :={%lo+. . .+ct J , :  
cto .... , ct, e K} distinct from zero are filter-regular for 3L Therefore M/IM is 
n-dimensionN and thus HT,, + t (M'/lll.t)= 0 for all le Z -  {0}. Now Proposi- 
tion 3.1 applies. Q.E.D. 
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3.3. COROLLARY. Let A = R/l(V) be the coordinate rhlg of a variety 
V~_P'. IVe set et=sup{e(lt'.,(A/lA)):lE [A ] , -  {0}}. Then 
[hi(A)],+l <<max{O,h'(A)],-r} for all t>~el. 
Proof Since V is nondegenerated all I~ [Al l  distinct from zero are 
non-zero divisors of A. Thus Proposition 3.1 provides the assertion. 
Q.E.D. 
4. SINGLE HYPERPLANE SECTIONS 
The rcsults in this section are influenced by Chiarli [6]. They allow us 
to improve results of Brodmann (cf. Sect. 6). 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let M be a finitely generated, graded A-too&de attd 
let { Ii, 12 } be a filter-regular sequence for M of elements of [A ] t. Then for 
1 ~<j~<dim M-  I and t>~e(tt{sl(M/(ll, I2)M))-- 1 we have 
[hi(M)], +~ <~ max{0, [h i (M) ] , -  1 }. 
Proof We have the following exact sequence for j>~ 1: 
[H~,~-t(M)], P', [H{-j~(M/ItM)], , [tI{,(M)],_~ , [tt{,,(M)], 
, [ttY~(3UIt M)], .  (1) 
We consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
[H~- ' (M) ] ,  P' , [HJ.St(M/t~M)], 
1 1 
[H~- ' (M) ] ,+ ,  B,+,, [Hj , ,s,(M/I ,M)],+, 
l 1 
[It~-'(M/t2M)],+, , [H~-'(M/(ll,12)M)],+,. 
Since [ttJ.-('(M/(II, 12)M)],+, = 0 for t >~f= e(H~-'(M/(It, 12)M)) the 
above diagram shows that the surjectivity of fl, implies the surjectivity of 
fl,+~ for t>~f .Let g=e(ltJ,,(M)). Then it follows from the sequence (1) 
that flg+~ is not surjective. Therefore fl, is not surjective for f~< t ~<g+ 1. 
According to [16, Lemma 2] we have e(ttJ , ,(M/ltM))<f Thus ttie exact 
sequence (1) shows forf<~t<~g+ I 
[l?(M)],_, >_. [ / / (M)] ,  + 1. Q.E.D. 
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In our applications we are not able to use Proposition 4.1 in order to 
estimate [hi(M)], .  Therefore we need 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let M be a finitely generated, graded A-module of 
dimension >12. Assume depth M>0.  Then we have for ever), filter-regular 
element I t  [A]l for M: 
[h ' (M) ] ,+ ,  ~<max{0, [h ' , , (M)] , -  1} for t>_.reg(M/IM/H~ 
! 0 t Proof Put M' = M/IM and e = reg(M/tl , , ,(M )). We get the following 
exact sequence because of depth M > 0, 
0 , o , , [H ' . , (M) ] ,  ) ' ' [H . , (M ) ] ,  , [H ' . . (M) ] , _ ,  " [H,,,(M )],. 
(2) 
Assume o , [H , , (M ) ] j=0 for some j>e.  Then it follows reg(M' )< j  and 
thus [H~ for all t>~j (see, for example, [16, Theorem 1]). 
Therefore the sequence (2) shows that the injectivity of 0~ t implies that of 
0~,+~ if t>e. Let a=e(H~,,(M)). Then ~,,+~ is not injective by (2). Conse- 
quently ~, is not injective for e + 1 <~ t ~< a + 1. Furthermore it follows from 
(2) that ~, is surjective for t/> e. Therefore we get 
[h'(M)] ,<~[h'(M)] ,_ , - I  for e+l<~t<<.a+l. Q.E.D. 
The case of l-dimensional algebras is easy to handle. 
4.3. LEMMA. Let A be a l-dimensional, graded K-algebra. Then we have 
for t>~O 
[11~(A)],~<max{0, [h~,,(A)],_~- 1}. 
Proof We may suppose A to be Cohen-Macaulay and we find a 
filter-regular element l e  [A ] , .  The exact sequence 
0 ~ H~ II l , ,(A)(-- I)~ HI,,(A ) ~ 0 
and [16, Theorem 11 provide the assertion. Q.E.D. 
5. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE HIGHF_,ST COttOMOLOGICAL 
HILBERT FUNCTION OF PROJECTIVE VARIETIES 
We stfite our results in this section only as an estimation of [h "+ t(A)] o 
because this simplifies their description and the proofs make it clear how 
one can derive bounds for [h"+~(A)]t for all t using Lemma2.2 or 
Corollary 3.3". 
We need the following result of Ballico [11 (see also [171). 
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5.1. LEMMA. Let V ~_ IW be a varieO, of dimension and degree d and let 
X be the hlte. rsection of V with a general inear subspace L ~_ P" of dimension 
r -  n. Then X is a set of d pohlts (hl linear semi-uniform position hi L) and 
the Hilbert fimetion of X satisfies 
hx(t )>~min{d,t ( r -n)+ l } ( t~) .  
5.2. Remark. A set X_~Pr of d points is said to be in linear semi- 
uniform position if X spans P~ and every two linear subspaces of PC of the 
same dimension and both spanned by points of X contain the same number 
of points of X. 
A combination of the above lemma and Lemma 2.2 gives a result first 
proved by Harris [ i2] in case of char K=0 (see also [18]) and already 
mentioned in [1 ]. 
5.3. PROPOSmOY. Let A = R/I(I") be the coordinate ring of a varie O' 
V~_ O z" of dimension and degree d and let N and ~ be integers defined by 
d-  1 =N(r -n )+e and 0<e~<r-n .  Then 
N 
Proof. We use the notations of Lemma 2.2. According to Lemma 5.1 we 
may take h(t):=min{d, t ( r -n )+ 1} for r Note that our N coincides 
with the integer NA, determined by this lower estimation h in the sense of 
Definition 2.1. Thus Lemma 2.2 yields the assertion. Q.E.D. 
We now improve the above bound for varieties of codimension 2
generalizing Theorem 4 of [18] (for improvements in other cases see, for 
example, [7, 18]). A subscheme of pr is said to be a complete intersection 
of type (a, b) if it is the complete intersection of two hypersurfaces of
degree a and b. 
5.4. THEOREM. Let V~_ P~. (char K=0)  be a varieO' of codimension 2
and degree d. Assume that V is not contained ill a hypersurface of degree <k 
(k>~2) and d>k(k -  1). Then 
(k+; 
where A = R/I(V)"is the coordinate ring of V and f, ~ are defined by 
d+e=kf  andO~e<k.  
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Moreover, if V is linked to a complete intersection of type (1, e) by a 
complete hltersection ofO'pe (k, f )  then [h'- I(R/l( V))]o = F(d, k). 
Proof. In view of [18, Theorem 4] we must show only the first asser- 
tion. Consider the intersection X of V with a general linear subspace L ~ P' 
of dimension 2. Then X is a set of d points in uniform position in L ~ p2 
[11, p. 197]. We put a=min{t~r~:[I(X)]t~O} andconsider two cases. 
Case I. a(a- l )<d.  Then we can use the proof of Theorem4 in [18] 
and get [h"+ ~(A)]o <~ F(d, a). 
Case 2. a(a-l)>~d. Let B be the coordinate ring of X. We set 
ci=hn(i)-hn(i-I). Taking h=h B as a lower estimation of h,~,=hn it 
follows from Lemma 2.2 for t >> 0 that 
[/,"+'(A)]o ~< 
i=r - -  I 
The integers c~ satisfy the conditions 
( i )  ~ ci=d for t>>O 
i=0  
Iia+l ' f o r  O~<i<a 
(ii) c~= for a<~i<b 
k ~<max{O, c,._, - I } for b<~i, 
integer such that d<~ab [14, Proposition 1 where bl>a 
Corollary 2]. 
Claim. 
is an  
e~<~ r -2  ci=:S(d'a) 
i=r - - I  i~r - - I  
for all c;s satisfying (i), (ii) and t>>O where 
I 
i+ l  for O<~i<a 
a+v+l - i  for a<~i<a+6-1 
l~  +v- i  forf~ 
and 
and 6, v are defined by _ ,,+l d - (  2 )+("~l )  +6 and0~<f~<v- 
Proof of fhe claim. Note that the gi's also satisfy (i) and (ii). Thus 
assuming first ei<~?i for all i we obtain ci=g; for all i by condition (i). 
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Now let j>~a be the first integer such that cj>?j.  Then there is a first 
integer k>j  such that Ck<Yk. We define new integers ,4,- by d~=c~ if i e j  
and i#k  and dj= c./-1, dt = ck + 1. The new d~'s also satisfy the above 
conditions (i), (ii) and 
i=r - -  I i - - r - -  I 
If one of the di's is again >6j for some j we repeat this procedure with 
c~=d~. It stops ifd~=?~ for all i. Hence we get our.claim. 
The claim and (3) show in case 2 
[h "+ I(A)]o ~< S(d, a). 
The function 
~F(d,t) if t ( t - l )<d 
R(d, t) := [S(d, t) if l ( t -  I ) >1 d 
(t >/2) is decreasing in t'. According to [20] we know a~> k, proving the 
first assertion because we have shown [h "+ ~(A)]o~ R(d, a). Q.E.D. 
5.5. Remark. In case of curves in Ps the .above theorem yields 
Theorem 3.1 of [10]. In the proof we have used ideas from [11]. 
6. BOUNDS FOR TIlE SECOND-HIGtIEST COIIOMOLOGICAL HILBERT FUNCTION 
Now we put all results of the previous sections together in order to 
obtain bounds depending only on a small set of parameters. 
6.1. THEOREM. Let V~ P~: (char K= O) be a smooth variety of dimen- 
sion n >~ 2 and degree d and let X = Proj(C) c_ pr--. be the hlterseetion of V 
and n general hyperplanes H I ..... t t . .  I f  h is a lower estbnation for the 
ttilbert fimetion of X we obtahz with A = R/I(V) 
o for t<O 
N+I  N-t  N 
d+ y. 
|max{.O, [h" (A) ] , _ , -  1} for 
/ 
\max{O, lit(A)], ,-r} for 
j - t - -  
for O<~t<~N-n+l  
N- -  n + 2 <~ t < rpl(n - 1 )q 
[p/(n - 1)-] ~< t, 
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where N = N c is defined by h hl the sense of Definition 2.1 and 
6= /f [h"+'(A )3~ # 0 and p= d -  ~.. J -  h(j). 
otherwise n - -  j = n - -  t n - -  
Proof The Kodaira vanishing theorem [,13] gives the assertion for 
t < 0. Thus we may suppose t/> 0. Let It, 12 be the defining equations of Ht 
and H2, respectively. We set AI=A/ I tA  and A2=AI/12A ~. Let lz[,A]~ 
distinct from zero and B = ALIA. We consider the exact sequence 
I n n+ 1 " [H  ,,, (A)],_~ [-H,,(A)],_, , [tI',',,(A)], , [H, , (B) ] ,  , 
i [,H~+,(A)], ,0.  (4) 
It provides for t = 0 
[h"(B)]o = [h"(A)]o-- ([h "+ t (A) ]o -  [h "+ '(A)] _ i). 
Thus [h,(B)] o does not depend on l and Corollary 3.3 gives 
rh"(A)]o--.< I-h"(A')]0-6 .r. 
Moreover (4) shows 
Eh"(A)], ~ [,h"(A)],_, + l-h"(8)],. (5) 
Consequently we obtain because of [h"(A)]_ ~= 0 for t~> 0 
[h"(A)],~< ~.. [,h"(A')],-6r, (6) 
i=0  
showing the assertion for 0~<N-n+ 1 since Lemma2.2 applies to 
[,h"(A')],. = [h"(A' / l t~ 
It follows from Lemma2.2 that e(tl~,~-~(AZ))<.%N-n+2. Therefore 
Proposition 4.1 yields our statement for t >1 N-  n + 2. 
Since [h"(A/IA)]o=[h"(At)]o for all 0#le[A] t  we obtain from 
Corollary 3.2 
[h"(A/IA)],=O for all r [,h"lA')]o 1t>-" / n -  I /"  
According to Lemma 2.2 we know [h"(AI)]o<~p. Thus we have in (4) for 
all 0#l  an" epimorphism [lt,",,(A)],_t--~ t [-H',',,(A)], if t>~[-p/(n-1)]. 
Applying [4, Lemma 3] we are done. Q.E.D. 
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The above theorem generalizes and improves Corollary 9 of [18]. 
If we replace the assumptions on the smoothness of V and the charac- 
teristic of K by the condition [h"(A)] _ ~ = 0 we obtain the same bounds as 
in the theorem for t/> 0. More generally, knowing [h"(A)]k = 0 for some 
integer k it is possible to deduce bounds of [h"(A)], for all t>~k as in the 
above proof. This last assumption makes sense because [h"(A)], = 0 for all 
t<~0 iff H~,(A)is of finite length. 
According to Lemma5.1 we may choose h(t)=min{d,t(r -n)+ 1} 
(t~>0) in Theorem 6.1. Then it provides bounds d, epending only on d, r, 
and n. 
The next statement is similar to Theorem 6.1 but has a closer relation 
to the point of view of Brodmann. It generalizes and improves 
Proposition (A) in [41. 




(t+ l )p -6r - ( t  2 
[h"(A)l,_, 
max{O, [h"(A)],_ , -1}  
,max{O, [h"(A)l ,_ , -r} 
where p = [h"(A/It A)lo and 
6={10 
fo r  






kp/(r-  1 )J < t ~ F (d-  1 )/(r- n)7 - n 
F (d-  1 )/(r- n)-]- n < t < ['p/(n- I )7 
[-p/(n-- 1)-]~< t,
/f [h"+l(A)]o r  
otherwise. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.1. We mention only 
the differences. We use Corollary 3.3 instead of Lemma 2.2 in order to 
deduce bounds from the relation (6) in the previous proof. This gives us for 
t~>0 
[h"(A)], <<-P -6 r  + k max{0, p- i ( r -  1)}, 
providing together with relation (5) in the proof of Theorem 6.1 our 
assertion in case t -~ [-(d-  1 )/(r - n)-I - n. 
According to Lemma 5.1 we may take, for j>lO, h(j)= 
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min{d, j ( r -n)+l} .  Thus N<F(d- l ) / ( r -n ) - ]  and our statement follows 
from Theorem 6.1. Q.E.D. 
In the previous statements of this section we excluded curves. We have 
the following for curves, possibly singular. 
6.3. THEOREM. Let C ~ _ P" be a curve of degree d with coordinate rhzg A. 
Let H ~_ P" be a general hyperplane and h be a lower estimation of the 
Hilbert fimction of X= l" c~ H, N defined by h. Then 
I O , for t <<. O 
[h~(A)],~ < td-e~,_ h(i) for 1 <~t 
/max{0, [h~(A) ] , _~- l}  for N+2<~t 
Lmax{0, [h ' (A) ] , _ , - r}  for d - r+ l~t .  
Proof The assertion is well-known in case t~<0 [191. We have for all 
0 ~- l ~ [A ], an exact sequence 
[H~.(A)],_, t, [H~,,(A)], , [II~.(A/IA)], , [H~,(A)],_, 
, [H~,(A)],  ,0.  (7) 
Putting t= 1 shows that [h'(A/IA)], does not depend on I. Thus we get 
[ht(A/IA)]t =d- r  for all 0:/:IE [A] , .  (8) 
This follows if we take I = I', where 1' is the defining form of IL 
We obtain the following from (7) for t >/1 with I = / '  similar to (6) in the 
proof of Theorem 6.1 : 
[I,'(A)],~< ~ [ht(A/l'A)],<~td - ~ h(i). 
i= l  i=1  
According to Lemma2.2 we know reg(A/l'A/H~ I + 
e(HI,,(A/I'A))<~N+I, providing our statement in the range N+2~< 
t < d -  r + 1 in view of Proposition 4.2. 
Lemma 4.3 and (8) show for all I~ [A]I  distinct from zero 
e( tI ~.,(A/IA ) ) <~ d-  r. 
Thus our statement follows for t>~d-r+ 1 from (7) and [4, Lemma 3]. 
Q.E.D. 
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6.4. COROLLARY. Let C ~_ p r be a curve of degree d<~ 2r-1 with coor- 
dinate ring ..4. Then 
{ i  forl<~O d- r  for t= l ,2  
(i) [h~(A)]'~< - r+2- t  for 3<.t<.d-r 
for d-r<t,  
(ii) reg(A) ~< deg C - codim C. - 
Proof In Theorem 6.3 we may take due to Lemma 5.1 
I i  for t = 0 
h(t)= for t= 1 
for t> l .  
Therefore Theorem 6.3 shows (i). Assertion (ii) follows from (i) and 
Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D. 
The conclusion of Corollary 6.4 (ii) is known to be true for arbitrary 
curves [9]. Statement (i) is new. 
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